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ABOUT THE PERFORMER
From Filipino dancing to to physical theatre, from
hip hop to props, from mechanical engineering to
clowning, from street performer to speaker, Dianna
David has also always played in the space between the
worlds. Her imaginative expeditions take her to places
all around the world from remote, unknown islands
to world-class cities. And like a true explorer she
brings back stories of whimsical adventures, qwirky
characters, and life-changing experiences.
Dianna has been a performer since the age of 5 and
has been teaching and touring her educational shows
and workshops across Canada since 2008.
In life or on stage, Dianna moves like a master - of
words, worlds, characters and plots telling stories of
triumphs and transformations.
“Time and again, I have witnessed the transformational
effect of storytelling . Stories have the power to conjure
up emotions, evoke memories, tantalize the imagination,
and shift perspectives. We use them to express our inner
world, bestow wisdom, share insights on what was, and
offer visions of what can be. Stories are how we connect
to ourselves and each other, on a personal, cultural and
human level. Stories are our birthright.”
Dianna David is one of the most unique storytellers
you will ever seen. She will mesmerize you with her
musicality and dance moves, tickle the giggles out
of audiences from ages one to one hundred. She will
playfully pull at your heart strings all while opening
your mind to new ways of perceiving the world. Her
stories will inspire you to take a closer look at the world
around you and see that everything you have ever
wanted is right at your finger tips.

Check out Dianna
David’s TEDx Talk
on YouTube

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK is a highly visual and dynamic show where
the audience gets to experience the full range Dianna’s talent as a
performer. Five very disctinct characters come to life in a story told
through characterization, Hip Hop dancing, clowning, miming, shadow
play, contact juggling, and multimedia.
ABOUT THE SHOW
Dianna David has just become a member her high
school’s most popluar dance group, the LOL Dance
Crew, led by the overbearing and popularity-driven
Heidi Stevens. Estrude de Bompoof is a quirky,
unsuspectingly talented individual who has just
arrived from the Philippines and is finding her way
through a new high school in Canada.
Dianna has been designated by her principal, Mr.
Gratan, to show Estrude around school and help
her adjust to the new culture. As a Canadian-born
Filipino, Dianna struggles to accept Estrude’s
differences as anything but embarrassing. As an
unlikely friendship forms, Dianna is forced to reevaluate her perspective, as she is peer-pressured
to putting Estrude in her place.

THEMES
• Cultural differences
• Judgement

• Fitting In
• Empowerment

• Bullying
• Peer Pressure

• Stereotypes
• Friendship

View the trailer at
www.diannadavid.ca

PERFORMANCE ELEMENTS

Clowning (Pochinko Style) is about allowing
all honest emotions and impulses to occur, and

Physical Theatre is a general term used

then structuring that creative licence to build a

to describe any mode of performance that

performance.

pursues storytelling through primarily physical
means.

Multimedia includes a combination of audio,
still images, animation, video, and interactivity

Miming involves the acting out a story

content forms.

through body motions, without use of speech.
Shadow puppetry or shadow play is an ancient

RESIDENCIES & WORKSHOPS

form of storytelling and entertainment using
opaque, often articulated figures in front of an

Dianna David is also available for residencies or

illuminated backdrop to create the illusion of

workshops on the following:

moving images. It is popular in various cultures.
At present, more than 20 countries are known
to have shadow show troupes.

• Creative Expression (acting, miming,
Clowning, dance)
• Contact Juggling and Prop-Manipulation

Contact juggling is a form of object

• Hip Hop Dance or Creative Dance

manipulation that focuses on the movement of

• Facial Expression and Stage Presence

objects such as balls in permanent contact with

• Creative Productions

the body. Having little in common with “toss”
juggling, it most typically involves the rolling

BOOKING INFORMATION

of one or more completely transparent balls on
the hands and arms to create visual illusions,

Dianna David

such as that of a ball fixed in space.

604-369-0842
mail@diannadavid.ca

Hip Hop dance refers to dance styles, mainly
street dance styles, primarily danced to hip
hop music, or that have evolved as a part of
the hip hop culture. By its widest definition,
it can include a wide range of styles such as
breaking, popping, locking and krumping, and
even house dance. It can also include the many
styles simply labelled as hip hop, old school hip
hop, hip hop new style and freestyle.

www.diannadavid.ca

